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ensure alignment of near-term tactical
objectives with long-term technological
and operational strategies. Even the
Dan Scheuble,
Executive Vice President &
Chief Operating Officer,
Lender Processing Services, Inc.

smallest, seemingly inconsequential
course correction will reap significant
improvement in quality, throughput
and cost over the long haul.

Undeniably, the velocity of change in our industry has magnified
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the importance of getting decisions “right” at the outset. Virtually
all conclusions are now wrought with risk, and even minor
mistakes have a compounding effect over time. Our collective
experience over the last few years validates that practically every
issue has “enterprise risk” potential, and it is critical that our
clients engage with LPS early and often as you navigate these
turbulent times.
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From a tactical perspective, one of the most important ways LPS
works to keep clients on the right course is helping you respond
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to the federal government’s issued consent orders on page 5. LPS
has identified several solutions to help our clients address many
of the key focus areas in the consent orders that will have a lasting
impact as new industry standards are implemented over time.
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Message from Dan Scheuble (cont.)
One of the best ways LPS can stay pointed in the right

a fully integrated check-printing solution, help servicers

direction is by examining the results of our annual

keep their operations running full speed ahead. We’ve

Customer Satisfaction Survey. See page 3 for highlights

outlined the key benefits of these new products

of this year’s results and what we are doing to ensure

beginning on page 6.

we continue to exceed your expectations.
With LPS supporting the flight plan you’ve charted for
Finally, the arrival of new products like LPS Desktop’s

your business, you can avoid the risks of “winging it”

Vendor Management application and MSP’s iDisburse,

and successfully reach your destination.

LPS Consumer Lending Team Generates Interest at CBA Live 2011
LPS showcased the advantages of an integrated servicing

“We had a strong presence at CBA Live, and within the

platform to more than 800 leaders representing most

home equity track in particular,” said Leonard. “The

of the nation’s largest financial institutions, including

audience was very interested in learning more about

150 who were focused exclusively on the Home Equity

the efficiencies and improvements in compliance that

track of the conference at this year’s CBA Live 2011 – the

LPS’ integrated servicing platform provides financial

Consumer Bankers Association’s premier conference for

institutions.”

today’s retail banking leaders, held June 12 – 14 at the
Hyatt Grand Cypress resort in Orlando, Fla.

Through its premier corporate sponsorship, LPS

Representatives of LPS’ Consumer Lending team were

to promote the exchange of information and ideas

able to effectively answer questions and illustrate the

relating to mortgage-secured loans and lines of

agility, transparency and operational efficiencies that

credit. The committee helps CBA shape policy by

result when mortgage loans and consumer loans are

providing input to CBA’s government relations team

both serviced on MSP.

on regulations and legislation that will impact home

works closely with the CBA’s Home Equity Committee

equity lending products.
As part of the opening-day agenda, Shelley Leonard,
SVP of Consumer Lending for LPS, served as a featured
panelist on a CBA-led “rapid fire” question-and-answer
roundtable during Monday’s session. Click here to watch
the video. LPS’ Tom Grich and Denise Jones also teamed
up to present Focusing on the Future, an overview of home
equity market trends and industry projections. Their
sought-after data and insightful analysis included a
look at the potential impact of mortgage refinancing
and home values on portfolio management, and was
being reported in several industry blogs and online
publications within hours after presenting.

Back to Contents
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LPS Achieves

Strong Overall Performance Rating
in 2011 Customer Satisfaction Survey
LPS asked more than 650 customers and business

Survey Results: LPS Employees

partners to provide feedback earlier this year on LPS’

LPS asked respondents to rate employees on the

employees, products, communications and overall
performance in the LPS 2011 Customer Satisfaction
Survey. MSP and LPS Desktop ® Invoice Management,
Process Management and Enterprise Content
Management clients participated in the survey, as
well as MSP business partners.

following services: consulting, implementations,
training, custom programming, technology group,
PowerCell® and executive management. The 2011
survey results re-confirmed customer confidence in
LPS. Employees in all divisions received high ratings
for having “an in-depth understanding of the mortgage
industry.” The LPS Executive Management team, with

Survey Helps Identify
Areas for Enhancements
and Improvements

a score of 5.3, continues to receive
the highest rating, year after year.

Survey respondents were asked

“Overall, I think LPS listens

PowerCell, the primary front-

to rate LPS’ products and services

to our concerns at every level,

line customer support for LPS

on a scale from one to six – one

including the executive team

Mortgage Servicing and LPS

represented poor performance

at LPS. They support us in

Desktop products, also earned

and six represented excellent

our growth strategies, and

high ratings. The regional

performance. LPS uses the data

respond to our concerns. They

PowerCells (South Central,

to make improved product

take ownership of issues, and

Mid-Atlantic and Western),

enhancements and to identify

are a strong business partner.”

each scored 5.3 on a 6.0

customers’ needs, with the
ultimate goal of providing

MSP Client, 2011 Satisfaction Survey Results

scale. LPS’ newest PowerCell,
LPS Desktop, scored 5.2, an
improvement over its 2010

exceptional service and delivery.

rating, demonstrating that
To capture a complete and accurate

PowerCell continues to deliver

record of performance during a 12-month period

its award-winning best practices.

beginning in January 2010, LPS asked respondents to
score only services they used during that timeframe.

“Our goal is to provide superior

“Concentrating the feedback timeframe enables LPS

service to all customers – at

to make annual comparisons between results and

all times,” said FitzGerald.

to identify trends,” explained Cynthia FitzGerald,

“Listening to our customers

Executive Vice President, LPS Customer Support and

and understanding their needs

Services. “However, the survey does include a separate

is essential to our culture

section for clients to provide feedback on an application

of continuous improvement

or service they used prior to the stated 12-month period,

and innovation, and helps us

in case there are any issues that need to be identified.”

build stronger, more effective
customer relationships.”

>> continued

Cynthia FitzGerald,
Executive Vice President,
LPS Customer Support
and Services
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2011 Customer Satisfaction Survey (cont.)
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Survey Results:
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Overall Performance

As in previous surveys, product scores were high.

LPS had a strong overall survey score – the average of all

Customers agree that LPS’ products are reliable,

3
3%
addition, the results show that customers view LPS

ratings for employees, communications, products and

as “an industry leader that stays involved with industry

customers continue to view LPS as a strategic partner,

groups regarding new legislation and servicing

rather than a vendor.

increase productivity
and meet business needs. In
%

performance. For the second consecutive year, out of a
possible score of 6.0, LPS’ overall score is 5.0. In addition,

requirements.”

SATISFACTION WITH PRODUCTS

SATISFACTION WITH PERFORMANCE
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compared to one year ago today
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SAME

SAME
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97 percent of customers said LPS’ products either remained
the same or improved compared to one year ago.

97 percent of customers said LPS’ overall performance either
remained the same or improved compared to one year ago.

Survey Comments: Integration
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Several customers wrote positive comments related

“LPS’ new single-point-of-contact
solution is just one
%

to LPS’ integration efforts. Customers noticed, and

example of how LPS is developing technology to address

appreciated, the integration across product lines since

new regulatory requirements,” said Dan Scheuble, Chief

the company’s spin-off three years ago, and they

Operating Officer for LPS. “In addition, key stakeholders

indicated that they would like to see further integration.

across the enterprise are conducting in-depth analyses
of the results to identify other solution enhancements

Opportunities for Improvement
and Next Steps

to meet market demands and address opportunities for

Customers would like LPS to continue enhancing

is an important tool to pinpoint actions and prioritize

or introducing new solutions to support changing
regulations, as well as improve time-to-market speed.

improvement. Our annual Customer Satisfaction Survey
efforts to help our clients and business partners
optimize performance.”

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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LPS Solutions Help Servicers Comply with Consent Orders
The consent orders issued in April by the OCC, OTC and

Examples of How LPS Can Help:

Federal Reserve required many servicers to reexamine their
current loan modification, foreclosure and loss mitigation
processes, and to develop plans for how to handle large
volumes of distressed loans going forward.
Technology will play a key role in helping servicers
implement the plans, programs, policies and procedures
developed in response to the consent orders. For example,
servicers’ ability to access data relative to foreclosure and
bankruptcy proceedings, and document the specific steps
during the foreclosure process, will be critical for monitoring
and reporting purposes. Servicers also need functionality
within MSP to allow them to assign and track SPOC
information easily throughout loss mitigation and foreclosure
activities.

LPS is Assisting Clients with their Consent
Order Requirements
Because LPS has an in-depth understanding of the various
focus areas in the consent orders, the company has identified
key tools that servicers can leverage as they respond to the
requirements in the consent orders. LPS has been actively
involved in helping servicers meet the consent order
requirements by providing consulting, training, technology
enhancements and new solutions.

1


Servicers need a way to make
loan data available to their thirdparty auditors. LPS Web Direct,
an intuitive Web-based user
interface, provides access to MSP
loan information for third parties as
defined by the servicers. LPS Web
Direct presents MSP information,
such as account history, default
information, collection comments
and notes in a user-friendly format
and allows servicers to provide the
necessary information for auditors,
so they can perform their analyses.

2

In addition to viewing the data
online, clients must be able to
create reports and perform ad-hoc
queries that provide an in-depth
view of foreclosure volumes in their
portfolios and help them determine
which loans require an audit.
LPS Business Intelligence delivers
a robust and analytical engine
to support a variety of complex
reporting and analytics needs.

The LPS Assistance with Client
Consent Orders document on
the PowerCell® website lists the
many solutions servicers can
use today, as well as the future
enhancements to address
consent order requirements.
For more information on how
LPS can assist with regulatory
compliance challenges, please

3

LPS’ Strategic Consulting
Services (SCS) is working closely
with clients to address a wide
range of operational initiatives.
SCS’ blend of expertise in program
management, performance
engineering and executive-level
mortgage operations is a powerful
tool that can help servicers
embrace change.

contact your Account Director.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Introducing LPS i Disburse,
a New Check-Printing Solution that Offers Timesaving Results
Most organizations still require some paper-based

Comprehensive search functionality allows users to look

processes. For example, many companies maintain a paper

for a check or group of checks based on the check number

trail for check disbursements. With LPS’ new and simple-

or other unique identifier. With iDisburse’s centralized

to-use solution, iDisburse, virtually all aspects of the check

process and real-time data reporting, making decisions

printing process – from reviewing and printing to auditing

and responding to changes can be quickly completed.

– are fully automated and streamlined.

i Disburse prepares and processes disbursement checks

Data Protection with Proven
Security Features

using intuitive workflow capabilities to achieve maximum

i Disburse is built in the Microsoft.NET framework and

efficiencies. As LPS’ replacement for LaserCheck,

maintained in LPS’ secure data center. All check data

iDisburse works seamlessly with any Magnetic Ink

downloaded from MSP is transmitted to the secure server

Character Recognition (MICR) printer, even if the printer
is located remotely. Once the user defines the print rules,
the most complex printing scenarios are executed with

using proven safeguards to protect check, company and
account information in flight. Users are authenticated
and authorized through the LPS Lending Portal and CA

just a few clicks.

SiteMinder ®, a proven industry solution that further
protects business-critical data. iDisburse records user

Sophisticated Workflow Offers
Greater Efficiencies

activity from the time the user logs in, and archives
activities for auditing requirements.

iDisburse produces checks using loan information
generated from MSP and other data sources, as well as

LPS manages the application, deploying enhancements

manually entered information. Users create specific print

and system updates to maintain optimal performance.

rules, utilizing defined parameters, to emulate manual

Installation is easy – the system can be up and running in

printing routines. In addition, users can select templates,

less than one week.

fonts, logos and signatures to customize their print images.
Contact your Account Director to request a demo and
learn more about fully automating all aspects of reviewing,

Key Benefits:

printing and auditing disbursements.
Easier, quicker check printing

Highly intuitive user
interface – minimal
training required

Maintenance,
upgrades and security
maintained by LPS

Expedite process
and improve service levels

i DISBURSE

Convenient
installation

Customize print rules
to emulate repetitive
manual activities

Closer monitoring and
prioritization of all cash
disbursements

Compatible with
any MICR printer

Access from virtually any
computer with Internet access

Back to Contents
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MSP Enhancement Review
The following MSP enhancement was installed on August 13, 2011:

Single Point of Contact (SPOC)
(EN3202, IP 2300, MSP1129)
This standard enhancement enables MSP clients to
create and maintain seven levels of points of contacts
(POCs) at the loan level and view detailed information
regarding all POCs currently or previously assigned to
the loan.

Consumer Lending Enhancement Review
The following Consumer Lending enhancement within MSP was installed on August 19, 2011:

Interest Accrual Adjustments at Payment Processing
(EN3183, IP 2201, MSP1130)
This standard elective enhancement enables MSP users
to assign an effective adjustment date to collected and/
or uncollected interest on a consumer loan and choose
whether to post current and/or uncollected interest
adjustments to the general ledger.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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LPS Desktop® Offers a Vendor Management Solution for Ordering Valuations
Servicers are working with a multitude of business

orders, servicers can view the valuation information

partners on a variety of products that are required

directly from the Desktop application. Transaction

to help them manage the high volume of distressed

status and fulfillment results are easy to find, saving

loans in their foreclosure pipeline. LPS Desktop offers a

employees considerable time and making the overall

powerful new solution to help servicers more efficiently

process more convenient and efficient.

manage and collaborate with their third-party business
partners, while helping ensure their processes are in

A unique feature within the VM tool is Service

compliance with servicing agreements and standard

Order Delivery Automation (SODA), which utilizes

servicing practices.

predefined business parameters to intelligently select
the appropriate product from the approved business

LPS Desktop Process Management’s Vendor

partner for a given loan to optimize the ordering

Management (VM) solution enables servicers and

process. SODA allows

their respective business partners to conduct

servicers to pre-program

business electronically and securely from
a single platform. Powered by the RealEC

®

Exchange, the mortgage industry’s
leading electronic Collaborative Partner
Network, VM is fully integrated
with Process Management to function
as the bridge between servicers and
their business partners to help manage
the ordering, tracking and fulfillment
of products.

Servicers Collaborate with
Approved Business Partners
on One Platform

vendor or loan information

“Vendor Management
ensures optimum product
and vendor selection based
on the servicer’s predefined
business parameters,” said
Dan Scheuble, Chief Operating
Officer of LPS. “This new
Desktop functionality will help
reduce the complexity and
potential for errors associated
with manual product ordering.”

on a property when a loan is in default. Servicers can
use VM to communicate with their approved appraisal
management companies on a single platform. Instead
of creating tracking spreadsheets or going to various
providers’ websites to place and check on valuation

price, quality and turntime based on their
defined criteria. This
feature enables the VM
application to provide
the name of a business
provider that meets the
servicer’s criteria for the
best price and value in
the area, whether it’s for
an internal or external
BPO or another type of
valuation needed.

One example of how this solution can be utilized is
when a servicer orders a BPO or other type of valuation

such as investor, state,

“Vendor Management ensures optimum product
and vendor selection based on servicers’ predefined
business parameters,” said Dan Scheuble, Chief
Operating Officer of LPS. “This new Desktop
functionality will help reduce the complexity and
potential for errors associated with manual product
ordering.”

>> continued
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(cont.)

With VM, servicers can:

Monitor Costs With Duplicate Order Check
Another key feature embedded within VM is duplicate
order checking, which can determine if a servicer

• Lower costs associated with purchasing
incorrect products and placing duplicate orders
• M inimize risk by letting servicer rules determine

recently ordered a BPO or other valuation on a specific

appropriate actions and by following the correct

property, helping to ensure that different departments

steps to remain in compliance with servicing

are not ordering the same product multiple times on a

agreements and standard servicing practices
• Reduce other errors caused by manual ordering

property.

The VM module incorporates several client-configurable

Future Enhancements to Vendor
Management

offerings, which can be deployed based on the servicer’s

LPS is looking into expanding the VM solution with

processes. In addition to order and fulfillment tracking,

additional vendor management functionality. Servicers

available functions include a reporting platform, bulk-file

will be able to manage their vendor relationships for

upload and document repository.

property preservation and inspections, title, fraud check,

Important VM Features and Benefits

verifications and more, all on the LPS Desktop platform.

LPS Desktop’s Vendor Management Solution

VM
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For more information on LPS Desktop’s Vender Management Solutions,
contact your Account Director or email LPS Desktop Sales Support.
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